AT A GLANCE

Company:
• Retailer of mobile phones, computers
and tablets
• Global customer base
• Thousands of employees worldwide

Industries:
• Retail, Consumer Electronics

Initial Need:
• To improve the customer experience
by providing mobile device users with
easy-to-access diagnostic tools that
enabled faster issue resolution
• To utilize a flexible platform that
would scale to meet a growing and
global customer base, and extend to
support additional use cases across
the company

Solution:
• Global, two-way SMS allows the
support organization to text a link
to the customer to run device
diagnostics
• Mobile Engagement Platform
to enable rapid prototyping and
deployment of additional services

Benefits:
• Quicker resolution of mobile phone
issues, leading to better customer
experience
• Lower support costs resulting from
simplified communication and
quicker issue identification
• Ability to mobilize additional business
use cases using the same mobile
engagement platform
• Strategic approach to mobile
engagement, resulting in simplified
vendor management and reduced
overhead

High Tech Retailer Uses OpenMarket™
to Mobilize
While enterprise adoption of SMS continues its steady rise, business owners still hesitate
over how to get started in mobile. Even when a workflow or process looks like an ideal
candidate for mobile, the basic questions can seem daunting. Which mobile channel
should we use? What systems do we need to integrate? What regulations do we need to
comply with? Should we build in-house or partner?
At OpenMarket we help enterprises use mobile to transform their business. This
means tactically we help businesses deliver on their first mobile use case, and then
we strategically help them apply mobile as a communication channel across their
entire company. OpenMarket does this by meeting both functional and operational
requirements, offering our industry expertise and being a trusted mobile engagement
partner.
This case study is about one OpenMarket customer that took precisely this approach.
They began their mobile journey by solving for a single and unique customer support
need. They worked closely with OpenMarket to design a workflow between their
support organization and their customers, using SMS as the primary communication
channel. Going forward, by leveraging our Mobile Engagement Platform, this company
added more use cases across their organization. Their approach to mobile is an excellent
example of how starting out with a single mobile engagement solution can lead to not
just one successful project, but many that will benefit the company over time.

Challenge
As one of the world’s largest retailers of PCs, tablets and smart phones, this company has
millions of customers around the world. Top-notch customer support is critical to their
long-term success, and they were seeking a way to engage more effectively with users
who needed help resolving a technical issue with their mobile phones.
To meet the challenge, this company took a strategic approach. They wanted to not
only solve for a single operational use case, but also to set themselves up to mobilize
additional use cases. Here are four important actions our customer took to ensure
success:
• Focused on a unique use case that had strong potential for significant and
measurable
• Chose to implement on a single mobile engagement platform that could support
both customization and expansion of other uses cases across the organization
• Chose to partner with a SaaS-based platform rather than build in-house
• Established demanding requirements of the provider, including the ability to:
- Scale quickly to support more mobile users in more countries
- Deliver reliable network connectivity around the world
- Contribute mobile expertise to the technical solution
- Capture and provide data for reporting analysis

Solution
SMS is a powerful communications channel that enterprises can use to deliver both oneway and two-way messages to their target audiences. For this use case, our customer
used two-way SMS to quickly connect their customers to a device diagnostics service
that helps troubleshoot and solve their issue.
At a high level, here’s how it works:
• The mobile user calls an automated customer support service.
• After collecting a small amount of information, the service determines if the
diagnostics program should be used.
• If so, the service prompts the user for their phone number, and then sends a text
message to the user’s mobile phone.
• The text message prompts the user to tap a link that runs diagnostics, which in turn
enables either the user or a support technician to solve the problem.
• This mobile solution affords a smooth and consistent customer experience, and one
that uses communication channels people are familiar with and confident about
using.

Results & Benefits
Initially, this company’s customers from the US and Canada utilized the new diagnostics
service, resulting in quicker resolution times, reduced technical support costs, and higher
customer satisfaction.
In addition to these wins, because our customer elected to use our mobile engagement
platform, they were positioned to design and implement additional mobile use cases
across their company. Soon after deploying the mobile diagnostics solution, they began
plans to launch the service to customers in 30 additional countries. In addition, other
business units within the company contacted OpenMarket to address eight more
customer engagement needs, among them:
• Order and shipping notifications enabled via SMS – Operations & Logistics
• Two-factor authentication and password reset enabled by SMS – IT & Security
• SMS confirmation for new products and services – Customer Support
• SMS reminders for in-store appointments – Customer Support
This company’s successful implementation of multiple mobile solutions within a year’s
time is testimony to the power of OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement Platform and its
ability to scale and support a countless number of functional use cases. Because of
OpenMarket’s mobile expertise and unmatched commitment to operational excellence,
this company has been successful with each of its mobile implementations and
continues to develop innovative solutions to mobilize future business processes.

About Us
OpenMarket, a division of Amdocs, helps enterprises use mobile to transform their business. OpenMarket provides mobile engagement solutions for organizations to optimize their
operations and enhance relationships with their customers and employees. Major enterprises choose OpenMarket for our domain expertise, service flexibility, demonstrated performance
and reliability, global scale, and corporate maturity. We provide smart, interactive connectivity to more than 200 countries, enabling businesses to engage with nearly every mobile user
around the world. Our clients trust us to power their mobile business. For more information, visit www.openmarket.com.
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